Introduction {#sec1-1078155217710553}
============

The main treatment option for patients with chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) is monotherapy with one of the following BCR-ABL1 tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs): imatinib, dasatinib, nilotinib, bosutinib, or ponatinib ([Table 1](#table1-1078155217710553){ref-type="table"}).^[@bibr1-1078155217710553][@bibr2-1078155217710553][@bibr3-1078155217710553][@bibr4-1078155217710553]--[@bibr5-1078155217710553]^ The BCR-ABL1 TKI chosen largely depends on the patient's CML phase, previous treatment, and response; however, with multiple TKIs available, there are several opportunities to tailor treatment to each individual patient's characteristics while still achieving an optimal response to therapy. For any cancer treatment, an early and durable response and minimal adverse events (AEs) are desired. Pharmacists are knowledgeable healthcare providers, access points for patients to gain information, and key components to maintaining an individualized, patient-centered approach to treatment. In this review, we discuss important considerations for the selection of TKIs and the management of CML, providing information to assist pharmacists in making well-informed decisions regarding management of this chronic disease. Table 1.BCR-ABL1 TKI characteristics and administration information for patients with CML-CP.^[@bibr1-1078155217710553][@bibr2-1078155217710553][@bibr3-1078155217710553][@bibr4-1078155217710553][@bibr5-1078155217710553][@bibr6-1078155217710553][@bibr7-1078155217710553][@bibr8-1078155217710553]--[@bibr9-1078155217710553]^Imatinib^[@bibr1-1078155217710553]^Dasatinib^[@bibr2-1078155217710553]^Nilotinib^[@bibr3-1078155217710553]^Bosutinib^[@bibr4-1078155217710553]^Ponatinib^[@bibr5-1078155217710553]^Dosing scheduleOnce dailyOnce dailyTwice daily, 12 h apartOnce dailyOnce dailyPills/day (dosage)1 (400 mg)1 (100 mg)4 (150 mg)1 (500 mg)1 (45 mg)Dose modification requirement for pre-existing conditions HepaticYes (severe only)NoYesYesYes RenalYesNoNoYesN/AMeal requirementShould be taken with a meal and a large glass of waterNo requirementShould NOT be taken with a meal; fasting 2 h before and 1 h after each doseShould be taken with foodNo requirementAlternative administration^[a](#table-fn2-1078155217710553){ref-type="table-fn"}^Dissolve tablets in water or apple juiceDissolve tablets in lemonade, apple juice, or orange juiceDisperse capsule in 5 mL of applesauceN/AN/APharmacologyKinases inhibitedBCR-ABL, PDGF, SCF, c-KITBCR-ABL (active), SRC family, c-KIT, EPHA2, PDGFRβBCR-ABL, PDGFR, c-KIT, CSF-1R, DDR1BCR-ABL, SRC familyBCR-ABL, VEGFR, PDGFR, FGFR, EPHR, SRC family, c-KIT, RED, TIE2, FLT3Time to Cmax (h)2--4^[@bibr1-1078155217710553],[@bibr6-1078155217710553]^0.5--6^[@bibr2-1078155217710553]^3^[@bibr3-1078155217710553]^; 2--4^[@bibr6-1078155217710553]^4--66Bioavailability98%^[@bibr6-1078155217710553]^Unknown in humans (14%--51% in mice)^[@bibr6-1078155217710553]^31%^[@bibr6-1078155217710553]^34%UnknownpH-dependent absorption^[b](#table-fn3-1078155217710553){ref-type="table-fn"}^NoYesYesYesNoPrescribing information recommendationNo change in acid-suppressive therapy necessaryAvoid PPI use; antacid 2 h before/after dasatinib; avoid H2 antagonists/PPIsAvoid PPI use; antacid 2 h before/after nilotinib; H2 antagonists 10 h before or 2 h after nilotinibAvoid PPI use; antacids and H2 blockers 2 h before or after bosutinibNo change in acid-suppressive therapy necessaryAlternative literatureH2 antagonists 2 h after dasatinib^[@bibr7-1078155217710553]^; Cmax of H2 or PPI received/not received = 0.85^[@bibr8-1078155217710553]^PPIs can be used concomitantly^[@bibr6-1078155217710553]^CML treatment approvals^[c](#table-fn4-1078155217710553){ref-type="table-fn"}^CP: first line CP/AP/BP: after IFNα failureCP: first line CP/AP/MPB/LBP: second lineCP: first line AP: second lineAP/BP: second lineAP/BP: second line[^1][^2][^3][^4]

Review of the literature {#sec2-1078155217710553}
========================

Online searches were performed between September 2015 and March 2017 for results published between January 2000 and March 2017. PubMed, Google, and websites for annual meetings of the American Society of Clinical Oncology and American Society of Hematology were accessed to obtain available literature on dasatinib, imatinib, nilotinib, bosutinib, and ponatinib treatment of CML. Clinical trials were identified using the term "chronic myeloid leukemia" with "dasatinib," "imatinib," "nilotinib," "bosutinib," or "ponatinib" on the ClinicalTrials.gov website. The terms "discontinuation" or "treatment-free remission" were included with each of the TKI names in a separate search on ClinicalTrials.gov. For safety and efficacy data, search results with references reporting clinical trial data from prospective studies were used, focusing on studies with long-term results for each TKI; references describing data from retrospective analyses of these long-term trials were allowed for subsequent data reporting (e.g. mutation analysis, adherence). Other prospective and retrospective analyses included are of clinical studies with available adherence data. Prescribing information and references/recommendations from the latest guidelines released by the National Comprehensive Cancer Network® (NCCN®) were used as a guide for additional searches using a combination of each individual TKI name with the term of interest (e.g. "pleural effusion," "myelosuppression," "cardiovascular events," "pharmacology," "adherence," "antacid").

The evolving CML treatment landscape {#sec3-1078155217710553}
====================================

BCR-ABL1 TKIs for the treatment of CML-CP {#sec4-1078155217710553}
-----------------------------------------

The characteristic trait of CML is a chromosomal translocation that generates the constitutively active tyrosine kinase BCR-ABL1,^[@bibr10-1078155217710553]^ resulting in malignant growth of cells. Prior to the advent of BCR-ABL1 TKIs, CML in chronic phase (CP) was treated with interferon-α plus cytarabine.^[@bibr11-1078155217710553]^ TKIs were introduced for treatment of advanced and newly diagnosed CML with the approval of imatinib for these indications in 2001 and 2002, respectively.^[@bibr1-1078155217710553]^ First-line approval of imatinib was granted after the phase III International Randomized Study of Interferon and STI571 (IRIS) trial demonstrated superior efficacy of imatinib (n = 553) versus interferon-α plus cytarabine (n = 553), including greatly improved progression-free survival (PFS) at 18 months (92.1% vs 73.5%).^[@bibr11-1078155217710553]^ After imatinib, second-generation BCR-ABL1 TKIs, dasatinib and nilotinib, were approved for second-line treatment of CML in patients who are either resistant to or intolerant of imatinib.^[@bibr2-1078155217710553],[@bibr3-1078155217710553]^ The efficacy and tolerability of dasatinib or nilotinib as frontline therapy for patients with newly diagnosed CML-CP was established in two separate phase III clinical trials. The phase III DASISION (DASatinib versus Imatinib Study In treatment-Naive CML patients) and phase III ENESTnd (Evaluating Nilotinib Efficacy and Safety in clinical Trials-newly diagnosed patients) trials led to the approval of dasatinib and nilotinib, respectively, as first-line agents for CML in 2010.^[@bibr2-1078155217710553],[@bibr3-1078155217710553],[@bibr12-1078155217710553],[@bibr13-1078155217710553]^ Alternative second- and third-generation TKIs approved in 2012 for subsequent treatment of CML-CP include bosutinib and ponatinib, respectively.^[@bibr4-1078155217710553],[@bibr5-1078155217710553],[@bibr14-1078155217710553],[@bibr15-1078155217710553]^

Treatment with BCR-ABL1 TKIs beyond CML-CP {#sec5-1078155217710553}
------------------------------------------

In addition to use in patients with CML-CP, each BCR-ABL1 TKI also has unique approval for use in treatment of advanced CML in accelerated or blast phases and Philadelphia chromosome--positive acute lymphoblastic leukemia.^[@bibr1-1078155217710553][@bibr2-1078155217710553][@bibr3-1078155217710553][@bibr4-1078155217710553]--[@bibr5-1078155217710553]^ Progression to blast crisis is associated with the spread of leukemic cells outside of the bone marrow, including to the central nervous system (CNS).^[@bibr10-1078155217710553]^ Imatinib has limited ability to penetrate the blood--brain barrier and enter the cerebrospinal fluid to treat these relocalized cancer cells.^[@bibr16-1078155217710553]^ Dasatinib and nilotinib have also both been found only in low concentrations in cerebrospinal fluid; however, the higher potency of the second-generation TKIs and their ability to overcome imatinib-resistant mutations has led to preliminary evidence for successful use of dasatinib^[@bibr17-1078155217710553]^ and nilotinib^[@bibr18-1078155217710553]^ in treating CNS-associated CML.

The benefit of early response to TKI therapy {#sec6-1078155217710553}
============================================

Establishment of molecular response milestones {#sec7-1078155217710553}
----------------------------------------------

Early response is an important treatment goal for CML patients receiving TKIs. The achievement of early cytogenetic^[@bibr19-1078155217710553][@bibr20-1078155217710553][@bibr21-1078155217710553][@bibr22-1078155217710553][@bibr23-1078155217710553]--[@bibr24-1078155217710553]^ and molecular responses^[@bibr22-1078155217710553],[@bibr24-1078155217710553][@bibr25-1078155217710553][@bibr26-1078155217710553][@bibr27-1078155217710553]--[@bibr28-1078155217710553]^ after initiating BCR-ABL1 TKI therapy has been shown to correlate with positive long-term outcomes. Molecular responses are measured by comparing the number of *BCR-ABL1* transcripts or the ratio of these transcripts to a control gene (e.g. *ABL1, BCR*, or *β-glucuronidase*)^[@bibr29-1078155217710553]^ before and after initiating therapy. Molecular response parameters were first described in the IRIS clinical trial, after which a standardized baseline of *BCR-ABL1* levels and responses were defined (International Scale \[IS\]) using the standardized baseline as 100%.^[@bibr29-1078155217710553],[@bibr30-1078155217710553]^ Use of the IS allows for a uniform system of tracking molecular milestones and provides critical information for the clinical decision-making process. Significant therapeutic milestones were defined as complete cytogenetic response (CCyR; no Philadelphia chromosome--positive \[Ph+\] metaphases) or major molecular response (MMR; reduction in standardized *BCR-ABL1* transcript levels of at least three logs) at 12 months.^[@bibr29-1078155217710553]^ In the IRIS trial, after 5 years of follow-up, all patients who achieved these milestones on imatinib had maintained CML-CP and had not progressed.^[@bibr19-1078155217710553]^

Early molecular response with second-generation BCR-ABL1 TKIs {#sec8-1078155217710553}
-------------------------------------------------------------

The DASISION study went on to demonstrate the long-term benefits and positive outcomes correlated with an early response to TKI therapy after 5 years of follow-up.^[@bibr31-1078155217710553]^ Specifically, dasatinib-treated patients who attained an early molecular response (*BCR-ABL1* ≤10% \[IS\] at 3 months) demonstrated statistically significantly higher response rates than patients with *BCR-ABL1* transcripts \>10% at 3 months for PFS (89% vs 72%; *p* = 0.0014), overall survival (OS; 94% vs 81%; *p* = 0.0028), and transformation-free survival (97% vs 83%; *p* = 0.0004).^[@bibr31-1078155217710553]^ A similar trend between response and early molecular response was also observed for imatinib-treated patients in DASISION.^[@bibr31-1078155217710553]^

Although the estimated 5-year PFS and OS rates were comparable between the dasatinib and imatinib cohorts in DASISION,^[@bibr31-1078155217710553]^ early responses were higher for patients taking dasatinib. The percentage of patients who achieved *BCR-ABL1* ≤10% at 3 months was 84% and 64% (*p* \< 0.0001) for those on dasatinib and imatinib, respectively.^[@bibr24-1078155217710553]^ The benefits of an early molecular response with dasatinib were also observed in a second-line setting in the 7-year follow-up of the phase III dose-optimization trial.^[@bibr32-1078155217710553]^ In that study, patients with CML-CP who were administered dasatinib 100 mg once a day (QD) after imatinib failure/intolerance, and achieved *BCR-ABL1* ≤10% versus \>10% at 3 months, demonstrated significantly improved PFS and OS.^[@bibr32-1078155217710553]^

Improvements in PFS and OS were also observed in the ENESTnd trial.^[@bibr28-1078155217710553]^ Patients who received the recommended dose of nilotinib for newly diagnosed CML-CP (300 mg BID) and achieved an early molecular response had a 95.2% estimated 4-year PFS compared with 82.9% in nonresponders (*p* = 0.0061). Similarly, the 4-year OS rates were 96.7% and 86.7% (*p* = 0.0116) for patients who achieved or did not achieve an early molecular response, respectively.

Management of the individual CML patient {#sec9-1078155217710553}
========================================

Response-assessment schedule {#sec10-1078155217710553}
----------------------------

To ensure patients are responding appropriately to BCR-ABL1 TKI therapy, several tests to monitor medication efficacy are recommended by both NCCN and the European Society for Medical Oncology (ESMO) ([Table 2](#table2-1078155217710553){ref-type="table"}).^[@bibr10-1078155217710553],[@bibr33-1078155217710553]^ Early and regular response monitoring is critical to the management of CML to identify medication resistance and prepare both the healthcare team and patients for adjustments to therapy if a patient is not responding to frontline therapy ([Table 3](#table3-1078155217710553){ref-type="table"}).^[@bibr10-1078155217710553],[@bibr33-1078155217710553]^ Table 2.Monitoring and testing schedule for patients with CML on BCR-ABL1 TKI therapy.^[@bibr10-1078155217710553],[@bibr33-1078155217710553],[@bibr34-1078155217710553]^TestSample sourcePerformed to confirm diagnosisRelated responseNCCN timing of testingNCCN additional testingESMO testing guidelinesComplete blood count (CBC)Peripheral bloodYesNormal platelet and blood counts; no blasts or immature cells in bloodPer physician recommendationPer physician recommendationEvery 15 days until CHR, then every 3 monthsBone marrow cytogeneticsBone marrowYesCCyR; 0 Ph+ metaphasesAt 3 and 6 months if qPCR (IS) is unavailable; or there is no CCyR or MMR at 12 months^[a](#table-fn6-1078155217710553){ref-type="table-fn"}^If *BCR-ABL1* transcript levels increase ≥1-log without MMRAt 3 and 6 months, every 6 months until CCyR, then every 12 months if MMR unavailableqPCR (IS)Peripheral blood or bone marrowYesCMR; no detectable *BCR-ABL1* transcripts by qPCR (IS) using an assay with a sensitivity of ≥4.5 logs below standardized baselineIf CCyR achieved, every 3 months for 2 years; every 3--6 months thereafterIf *BCR-ABL1* transcript levels increase ≥1-log with MMREvery 3 months until MMR, then every 6 months; qualitative PCR at diagnosis*BCR-ABL1* mutation analysisPeripheral blood or bone marrowNoN/AIf *BCR-ABL1/ABL1* \>10% by qPCR (IS) after 3--6 months of treatment; if CCyR is not present at any time after 12 monthsAny loss of response; 1-log increase in *BCR-ABL1* transcript levels and loss of MMR; or disease progression to blast phaseDefined failure^b^ at 3, 6, or 12 months or loss of CHR or CCyR at any time[^5][^6] Table 3.NCCN recommendations for follow-up therapy if not meeting a defined milestone.^[@bibr10-1078155217710553],[@bibr34-1078155217710553]^Follow-up periodResponseNCCN recommendation^[a](#table-fn8-1078155217710553){ref-type="table-fn"}^3 months*BCR-ABL1* transcripts \>10% or lack of PCyR^[b](#table-fn9-1078155217710553){ref-type="table-fn"}^Primary treatment: Imatinib: Switch to alternate TKI or, if alternate is not possible, escalate imatinib dose to ≤800 mg, as tolerated^[c](#table-fn10-1078155217710553){ref-type="table-fn"}^Dasatinib/nilotinib: Continue or switch to alternate TKI (other than imatinib)6 months*BCR-ABL1* transcripts \>10% or lack of PCyRSwitch to alternate TKI (other than imatinib)^[c](#table-fn10-1078155217710553){ref-type="table-fn"},[d](#table-fn11-1078155217710553){ref-type="table-fn"}^PCyR or *BCR-ABL1* transcripts ≤10%, but \>1% (IS)Continue or switch to alternate TKI (other than imatinib), or if alternate TKI or omacetaxine^[d](#table-fn11-1078155217710553){ref-type="table-fn"}^ are not possible, escalate imatinib dose to ≤800 mg, as tolerated12 months\<PCyR or *BCR-ABL1* transcripts \>10% (IS)Switch to alternate TKI (other than imatinib)^[c](#table-fn10-1078155217710553){ref-type="table-fn"},[d](#table-fn11-1078155217710553){ref-type="table-fn"}^Cytogenetic relapseSwitch to alternate TKI (other than imatinib), or if alternate TKI or omacetaxine^[d](#table-fn11-1078155217710553){ref-type="table-fn"}^ are not possible, escalate imatinib dose to ≤800 mg, as tolerated^[c](#table-fn10-1078155217710553){ref-type="table-fn"}^[^7][^8][^9][^10][^11]

A confirmed diagnosis of CML requires cytogenetic analysis of bone marrow cells to identify Ph+ metaphases.^[@bibr10-1078155217710553]^ This cytogenetic test also helps establish the disease phase of the patient, which could affect treatment options. Another regularly performed test recommended in NCCN Clinical Practice Guidelines in Oncology (NCCN Guidelines®) is quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) using IS. Molecular analysis through qPCR (IS) will measure levels of *BCR-ABL1* transcripts to determine if NCCN-defined molecular response milestones are being met.^[@bibr10-1078155217710553]^ A baseline level of transcripts is determined at diagnosis from peripheral blood or bone marrow samples.^[@bibr10-1078155217710553]^ The guidelines from ESMO slightly vary from NCCN Guidelines® in that they require qualitative RT-PCR to be performed at diagnosis and qPCR at checkups after treatment initiation ([Table 3](#table3-1078155217710553){ref-type="table"}).^[@bibr33-1078155217710553]^ Qualitative PCR does not focus on quantifying the level of *BCR-ABL1* transcripts as with qPCR, but rather determines if the *BCR-ABL1* transcript present is considered rare or common, which could affect the treatment plan.^[@bibr33-1078155217710553]^ The ESMO guidelines also recommend continued analysis of blood cell counts from baseline, every 15 days, until a complete hematologic response is reached, and then every 3 months after response is achieved.^[@bibr33-1078155217710553]^

A concern of many patients is how frequently bone marrow samples are required for response-assessment testing. Typically, patients can have the majority of their monitoring tests performed on peripheral blood samples as long as the laboratory is using qPCR (IS).^[@bibr10-1078155217710553]^ Regardless of whether qPCR (IS) is used, visiting the same laboratory for testing each time is preferred to reduce chances of result variability across testing sites.^[@bibr35-1078155217710553]^ Bone marrow cytogenetics are required if qPCR (IS) is not available or if there is no MMR (0.1% *BCR-ABL1* transcripts or ≥3-log drop from baseline) after 12 months of therapy ([Table 2](#table2-1078155217710553){ref-type="table"}).^[@bibr10-1078155217710553]^ Knowledge of early cytogenetic responses can serve as an indicator for future therapeutic success, as several studies have reported that early responses are associated with improved OS and PFS in both first-line^[@bibr13-1078155217710553],[@bibr20-1078155217710553],[@bibr23-1078155217710553],[@bibr26-1078155217710553],[@bibr31-1078155217710553]^ and second-line^[@bibr32-1078155217710553]^ settings. Once CCyR and MMR are achieved, qPCR (IS) is recommended every 3 months for 2 years and every 3--6 months thereafter.^[@bibr10-1078155217710553]^

Pharmacology of BCR-ABL1 TKIs {#sec11-1078155217710553}
-----------------------------

It is important to understand the pharmacology of the BCR-ABL1 TKIs, especially when discussing resistant mutations and subsequent therapy beyond first line. The BCR-ABL1 fusion protein consists of an N-terminal lobe and a larger C-terminal lobe.^[@bibr36-1078155217710553]^ When ATP binds to the N-terminal lobe, a glycine-rich loop, known as the P-loop, encloses the ATP molecule and allows the C-terminal loop to serve as a catalytic base.^[@bibr36-1078155217710553]^ The available BCR-ABL1 inhibitors are ATP competitors and have different binding properties.^[@bibr36-1078155217710553],[@bibr37-1078155217710553]^ Imatinib, nilotinib, and ponatinib have stronger binding affinity to the inactive protein conformation, whereas dasatinib^[@bibr36-1078155217710553],[@bibr38-1078155217710553]^ and bosutinib^[@bibr39-1078155217710553]^ can bind both the active and inactive conformations. Many hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic interactions between Abl1 and imatinib or nilotinib are the same; however, nilotinib is 20-fold more potent than imatinib.^[@bibr36-1078155217710553],[@bibr38-1078155217710553]^ Nilotinib's higher potency is likely due to additional interaction sites with trifluoromethyl and imidazole substituents of Abl1, which contribute to its increased binding affinity.^[@bibr36-1078155217710553]^ Dasatinib is smaller and has fewer binding interactions with BCR-ABL1 than imatinib but is 325-fold more potent^[@bibr38-1078155217710553]^; the higher potency of dasatinib is likely due to its ability to bind multiple BCR-ABL1 conformations.^[@bibr36-1078155217710553]^ Ponatinib binding of BCR-ABL1 is similar to that of imatinib and nilotinib, but it is able to overcome the steric interference created by the T315I mutation and maintains this hydrogen bond, which is lost by the other BCR-ABL1 inhibitors.^[@bibr36-1078155217710553]^

Absorption kinetics also differs for each of these drugs, affecting their plasma concentrations and bioavailability ([Table 1](#table1-1078155217710553){ref-type="table"}). Concomitant dietary restrictions may impact TKI choice due to the varied effect food has on the bioavailability of some TKIs over others. For example, while no statistically significant differences in bioavailability were observed when imatinib or dasatinib were administered with a meal,^[@bibr6-1078155217710553]^ the Cmax of nilotinib increased by 112% when given with a high-fat meal.^[@bibr6-1078155217710553],[@bibr40-1078155217710553]^ When administered with a meal, the Cmax of bosutinib increased 1.8-fold^[@bibr4-1078155217710553]^; however, ponatinib exposure levels are unaffected by food.^[@bibr5-1078155217710553]^

Concomitant medications and drug--drug interactions {#sec12-1078155217710553}
---------------------------------------------------

The risk of developing CML increases with age^[@bibr41-1078155217710553]^ and elderly patients are also at a higher risk of polypharmacy,^[@bibr42-1078155217710553]^ making use of concomitant medication(s) with BCR-ABL1 TKIs very likely. In a retrospective analysis of electronic medical records of 248 senior oncology patients, the average number of medications (prescription, nonprescription, and herbal) used was 9 (range 1--30).^[@bibr43-1078155217710553]^ This study also reported the majority of co-administered medications were prescriptions (mean: 6), the most common being those that targeted the cardiovascular system, treated high cholesterol, or were gastrointestinal, diuretic, or endocrine-related medications.^[@bibr43-1078155217710553]^ This study is somewhat limited due to a small sample size from a single institution, lack of information on excessive medication use, hospitalizations, and AEs; however, it consists solely of data from pharmacist-led medication assessments versus relying on patient self-reporting or generalized extraction of data from medical records. Medication assessments are recommended by NCCN Guidelines for Older Adult Oncology patients, in part, to identify and discontinue nonessential medications and evaluate drug--drug interactions.^[@bibr43-1078155217710553],[@bibr44-1078155217710553]^ In the study by Nightingale et al., 34% and 12% of patients were identified to be prescribed 1 and 2 potentially inappropriate medications, respectively.^[@bibr43-1078155217710553]^

As people age and require treatment of comorbid conditions, some concomitant medications are inevitable. If a significant drug--drug interaction is identified, it can possibly be remedied through dose modification of the TKI as directed by the medication prescribing information,^[@bibr1-1078155217710553][@bibr2-1078155217710553][@bibr3-1078155217710553][@bibr4-1078155217710553]--[@bibr5-1078155217710553]^ or by switching to either an alternative BCR-ABL1 TKI or different medication to treat the concomitant medical condition.^[@bibr10-1078155217710553]^

Patients with gastrointestinal conditions that require suppression of gastric acid are often prescribed H2 antagonists and/or proton-pump inhibitors (PPIs), which may affect drug absorption, primarily if solubility of the medication is pH dependent. The solubility of dasatinib decreases dramatically as pH increases above 4.0.^[@bibr7-1078155217710553]^ The prescribing information recommends avoiding H2 antagonists and PPIs while taking dasatinib and restricting antacid co-administration to 2 h before or after dasatinib.^[@bibr2-1078155217710553]^ One study with 24 healthy patients investigated dasatinib pharmacokinetics in the presence of gastric acid-regulating drugs and reported a decrease in dasatinib exposure if the H2 antagonist famotidine was taken 10 h prior to dasatinib.^[@bibr7-1078155217710553]^ Interestingly, no change in dasatinib exposure was observed if famotidine was administered 2 h after dasatinib. This study, however, did administer dasatinib 50 mg twice a day, as the 100 mg once a day dose had not yet been established.^[@bibr7-1078155217710553]^ The Cmax of dasatinib was reduced by 24% in patients who received H2 antagonists/PPIs in conjunction with dasatinib in a phase III dose optimization study,^[@bibr8-1078155217710553]^ suggesting the use of acid blockers with dasatinib may need further exploration. The prescribing information for nilotinib recommends use of H2 antagonists 10 h before or 2 h after nilotinib^[@bibr3-1078155217710553]^; however, no significant changes in the nilotinib Cmax were observed in a small study of 22 patients taking nilotinib concomitantly with the PPI esomeprazole.^[@bibr6-1078155217710553]^ Prescribing information for nilotinib and bosutinib recommend adjusting administration of antacids containing aluminum or magnesium hydroxide to either 2 h before or 2 h after the TKI to help counter negative effects on BCR-ABL1 TKI concentration.^[@bibr3-1078155217710553],[@bibr4-1078155217710553]^

Patients concomitantly taking strong CYP3A4 inhibitors and inducers should be prescribed BCR-ABL1 TKIs with caution. CYP3A is involved in the metabolism of almost half of drugs, including TKIs used to treat CML, and can lead to reduced concentrations of concomitant medications.^[@bibr45-1078155217710553]^ Use of dasatinib and other approved BCR-ABL1 TKIs should be avoided in conjunction with strong CYP3A4 inducers (e.g. phenytoin, carbamazepine, rifampin, rifabutin, phenobarbital, St. John's Wort).^[@bibr1-1078155217710553][@bibr2-1078155217710553][@bibr3-1078155217710553][@bibr4-1078155217710553]--[@bibr5-1078155217710553]^ Additionally, concomitant use of CYP3A inhibitors (e.g. ketoconazole, itraconazole, voriconazole, posaconazole, clarithromycin, telithromycin, atazanavir, indinavir, nefazodone, nelfinavir, ritonavir, saquinavir) should also be avoided in CML patients taking TKIs, since it could increase the amount of drug present.^[@bibr1-1078155217710553][@bibr2-1078155217710553][@bibr3-1078155217710553][@bibr4-1078155217710553]--[@bibr5-1078155217710553]^ If co-administration of CYP3A inhibitors cannot be prevented, dose reductions and close monitoring are recommended for dasatinib, nilotinib, and ponatinib.^[@bibr2-1078155217710553],[@bibr3-1078155217710553],[@bibr5-1078155217710553]^

Use of each of the approved BCR-ABL1 TKIs has been shown to increase the chance of a patient developing thrombocytopenia^[@bibr1-1078155217710553][@bibr2-1078155217710553][@bibr3-1078155217710553][@bibr4-1078155217710553]--[@bibr5-1078155217710553]^; therefore, patients taking anticoagulants should inform their healthcare team to determine if additional monitoring is required. In the ENESTnd trial, 3.6% of patients who received nilotinib 300 mg BID experienced some form of significant bleeding,^[@bibr13-1078155217710553]^ 8% of dasatinib-treated patients in DASISION reported experiencing some form of hemorrhage (including gastrointestinal bleeding),^[@bibr2-1078155217710553]^ and grade 3/4 hemorrhage (of any type) was reported by 1.8% of imatinib-treated patients in the IRIS trial.^[@bibr1-1078155217710553]^ With the potential for increased bleeding, patients taking anticoagulants should use BCR-ABL1 TKIs with caution ([Table 4](#table4-1078155217710553){ref-type="table"}). Prothrombin time and international normalized ratio should be monitored in imatinib- and nilotinib-treated patients taking warfarin, while dasatinib-treated patients taking warfarin, heparin, enoxaparin, nadroparin, and dalteparin may have an elevated risk of bleeding.^[@bibr46-1078155217710553]^ Also, because there is an increased risk of hemorrhage with dasatinib intake, patients with a history of ulcerative colitis/gastrointestinal ulcers should be carefully monitored while taking this BCR-ABL1 TKI.^[@bibr2-1078155217710553]^ Table 4.Drug--drug interactions between frontline BCR-ABL1 TKIs and anticoagulants.^[@bibr46-1078155217710553]^ImatinibDasatinibNilotinibAcenocoumarolCYP 2C9 inhibition → increased anticoagulation^[a](#table-fn13-1078155217710553){ref-type="table-fn"}^Increased risk of bleeding^[b](#table-fn14-1078155217710553){ref-type="table-fn"}^CYP 2C9 inhibition → increased anticoagulationClopidogrel (antiplatelet)CYP 3A4 and 2C19 inhibition → decreased clopidogrel bioactivation• Increased risk of bleeding • CYP 3A4 inhibition → decreased clopidogrel bioactivationCYP 3A4 inhibition → decreased clopidogrel bioactivationDalteparinNRIncreased risk of bleedingNREnoxaparinNRIncreased risk of bleedingNRHeparinPgP inhibition → increased imatinib exposure• Increased risk of bleeding • PgP inhibition → increased dasatinib exposureNRNadroparinNRIncreased risk of bleedingNRPhenprocoumonCYP 2C9 inhibition → increased anticoagulationIncreased risk of bleedingCYP 2C9 inhibition → increased anticoagulationWarfarinCYP 2C9 inhibition → increased anticoagulationIncreased risk of bleedingCYP 2C9 inhibition → increased anticoagulation[^12][^13][^14]

An uncommon, but serious, cardiovascular event that can be initially caused or exacerbated by pharmacodynamic drug--drug interactions is a prolonged QT interval, which can occur during treatment with dasatinib and is included as a boxed warning in the nilotinib prescribing information.^[@bibr2-1078155217710553],[@bibr3-1078155217710553]^ Symptomatic QT prolongation was observed in approximately 2% of patients receiving nilotinib in the 5-year report of the ENESTnd study.^[@bibr13-1078155217710553]^ Guidelines for nilotinib suggest withholding the medication when QT intervals exceed 480 ms and not to resume at the prior dose until QT intervals are \<450 ms.^[@bibr3-1078155217710553]^ Across dasatinib clinical trials (N = 2440), \<1% of patients had a QT prolongation of \>500 ms.^[@bibr2-1078155217710553]^ Although the reported number of overall events is low, healthcare providers should be aware of patients taking medications that prolong QT intervals, such as antiarrhythmic medicines (e.g. quinidine, procainamide, disopromide, dofetilide, ibutilide, sotalol),^[@bibr2-1078155217710553],[@bibr3-1078155217710553],[@bibr47-1078155217710553]^ antiemetics (e.g. metoclopramide, serotonin receptor antagonists), antifungals, and several medications targeting the nervous system (e.g. haloperidol, risperidone, methadone),^[@bibr46-1078155217710553]^ as these could increase the potential for this AE.

Furthermore, it is recommended that patients be screened for conditions that are associated with prolonged QT interval (e.g. hypokalemia, hypomagnesemia, and congenital long QT syndrome), the diagnosed conditions be monitored with an electrocardiogram,^[@bibr47-1078155217710553]^ and any electrolyte imbalances be corrected prior to initiating dasatinib or nilotinib.^[@bibr2-1078155217710553],[@bibr3-1078155217710553]^ Prescription guidelines for nilotinib recommend that electrocardiograms be conducted at baseline, 7 days after initiation of medication, and after any dose adjustment.^[@bibr3-1078155217710553]^

Comorbid conditions {#sec13-1078155217710553}
-------------------

The frequent success of CML treatment with TKIs has resulted in patients experiencing favorable long-term outcomes, including high OS rates.^[@bibr20-1078155217710553],[@bibr31-1078155217710553],[@bibr48-1078155217710553]^ As patients with CML age, the management of comorbidities will play an increasingly significant role in long-term survival. The effect of comorbidities on survival was assessed in 1519 imatinib-treated patients in the CML IV study over a median follow-up of 67.5 months.^[@bibr49-1078155217710553]^ The CML IV study reported that comorbidities in patients taking imatinib did not affect achievement of early responses (cytogenetic or molecular), remission rates, or PFS; however, OS was negatively affected by comorbidities and patients with CML were more likely to die from their preexisting conditions than from CML itself.^[@bibr49-1078155217710553]^

Comorbidities of each patient should be taken into consideration when choosing an initial TKI, both throughout the course of therapy and if subsequent therapy is being considered.^[@bibr10-1078155217710553]^ For example, NCCN Guidelines® describe that dasatinib may be preferential to nilotinib for patients with a history of arrhythmias, heart disease, pancreatitis, or hyperglycemia; nilotinib may be preferred for patients with a history of lung disease or at risk for pleural effusion.^[@bibr10-1078155217710553]^ A recent study of real-world data from patients with CML (N = 2296) used records from MarketScan® Commercial and Medicare databases to assess how comorbid conditions influenced the choice of TKI.^[@bibr50-1078155217710553]^ Jabbour et al. reported that 41% of patients had at least one comorbid condition, which influenced the choice of the prescribed BCR-ABL1 TKI and that the most common conditions identified were heart disease, diabetes, and lung disease.^[@bibr50-1078155217710553]^

Each of the first-line BCR-ABL1 TKIs differs in regard to the recommendations for use in patients with impaired liver function ([Table 1](#table1-1078155217710553){ref-type="table"}).^[@bibr1-1078155217710553][@bibr2-1078155217710553][@bibr3-1078155217710553][@bibr4-1078155217710553]--[@bibr5-1078155217710553]^ Differences in exposure to concentrations of dasatinib were not significantly altered in patients with hepatic impairment; therefore, dose adjustments are not currently deemed necessary.^[@bibr2-1078155217710553]^ In contrast, patients with impaired liver function who are taking nilotinib should be prescribed a reduced dose.^[@bibr3-1078155217710553]^ Patients taking imatinib do not require a dose reduction for hepatic impairment, unless the condition is considered severe.^[@bibr1-1078155217710553],[@bibr6-1078155217710553]^ Regardless of medication, it is recommended that liver function of patients be tested prior to initiation of imatinib and also be monitored monthly (or as clinically indicated) for changes.^[@bibr1-1078155217710553]^

The BCR-ABL1 TKIs have not specifically been investigated in patients with impaired kidney function and there are no primary guidelines or recommendations for dialysis treatment.^[@bibr1-1078155217710553][@bibr2-1078155217710553][@bibr3-1078155217710553][@bibr4-1078155217710553]--[@bibr5-1078155217710553]^ A study investigating the incidence of various kidney-related AEs in patients newly diagnosed with CML-CP (N = 468) taking imatinib, dasatinib, or nilotinib found that 4% and 14% of patients developed acute kidney injury and chronic kidney disease, respectively, and that nilotinib had the most significant (*p* \< 0.001) increase in glomerular filtration rate 3 months after treatment intiation.^[@bibr51-1078155217710553]^ Unfortunately, this analysis did not include a control group, and comparisons to healthy individuals had to be made based on data from a previous study. Upon a rapid breakdown of cancerous cells, some patients taking dasatinib or nilotinib may experience tumor lysis syndrome (TLS), which can result in kidney failure.^[@bibr2-1078155217710553],[@bibr3-1078155217710553]^ If patients initiate treatment in the presence of high white blood cell counts, allopurinol may be co-administered to help reduce TLS complications.^[@bibr51-1078155217710553]^ Patients with chronic kidney disease and prescribed a BCR-ABL1 TKI should be closely monitored with blood tests analyzing kidney function to detect TLS and determine if dialysis treatment needs to be initiated.^[@bibr2-1078155217710553],[@bibr3-1078155217710553]^

Pregnancy {#sec14-1078155217710553}
---------

All approved first- and second-line BCR-ABL1 TKIs have demonstrated embryo-fetal toxicity in experimental animals and have the potential to cause harm to the human fetus^[@bibr1-1078155217710553][@bibr2-1078155217710553][@bibr3-1078155217710553][@bibr4-1078155217710553]--[@bibr5-1078155217710553]^; therefore, the treatment of patients of childbearing age and partners of patients with CML who want to become pregnant needs to be given special consideration. A recent study of dasatinib-treated patients who were either pregnant or male partners of pregnant women supported the current recommendation for women taking dasatinib to avoid becoming pregnant and not receive the medication if they become pregnant.^[@bibr2-1078155217710553],[@bibr52-1078155217710553]^ Reported fetal risks included skeletal malformations and detrimental pharmacological effects.^[@bibr52-1078155217710553]^ Fetal malformations and a slightly higher risk of spontaneous abortion have also been observed in imatinib-treated pregnant women.^[@bibr53-1078155217710553]^ Dasatinib has not been shown to affect fertility; however, bosutinib and ponatinib may impair male or male and female fertility, respectively.^[@bibr4-1078155217710553],[@bibr5-1078155217710553]^ While a larger dataset is required for definitive results, a review of the database cases did not identify any risks to offspring of dasatinib-treated male partners of pregnant women.^[@bibr52-1078155217710553]^

Patients diagnosed with CML who are of reproductive age should be apprised of risks associated with fertility and pregnancy while on BCR-ABL1 TKIs and be advised to use effective contraceptive methods to avoid becoming pregnant.^[@bibr1-1078155217710553][@bibr2-1078155217710553][@bibr3-1078155217710553][@bibr4-1078155217710553]--[@bibr5-1078155217710553]^ TKI therapy can be interrupted during deep response periods for planned pregnancies and hydroxyurea or interferon treatment used to control disease in place of interrupted TKIs for planned/unplanned pregnancies.^[@bibr54-1078155217710553]^ Currently, clinical trials are investigating the ability of patients to maintain deep responses during treatment-free periods (discussed further below).^[@bibr55-1078155217710553]^

Follow-up care of patients {#sec15-1078155217710553}
==========================

Adherence and compliance {#sec16-1078155217710553}
------------------------

Patients who are not achieving molecular milestones at the recommended time points after initiation of therapy should be evaluated for adherence to their prescribed TKI*.*^[@bibr10-1078155217710553]^ [Table 5](#table5-1078155217710553){ref-type="table"} lists several studies that have demonstrated 10%--98% adherence to approved TKIs and data to support that patients who are adherent to a medication plan have better early responses and/or long-term outcomes with BCR-ABL1 TKI therapy.^[@bibr56-1078155217710553][@bibr57-1078155217710553][@bibr58-1078155217710553][@bibr59-1078155217710553][@bibr60-1078155217710553][@bibr61-1078155217710553]--[@bibr62-1078155217710553]^ Importantly, one factor to be mindful of adherence studies is that more complete data sets may be available for those patients with better adherence, inadvertently incorporating some bias into both prospective and retrospective analyses.^[@bibr56-1078155217710553]^ Furthermore, methods for measuring adherence in patients and the selected cutoff values are not uniform across analyses and more prospective studies with a consistent methodology should be developed for future investigations. Table 5.Adherence and clinical responses with BCR-ABL1 TKI treatment.^[@bibr56-1078155217710553][@bibr57-1078155217710553][@bibr58-1078155217710553][@bibr59-1078155217710553][@bibr60-1078155217710553][@bibr61-1078155217710553]--[@bibr62-1078155217710553]^BCR-ABL1 TKI (patients with adherence assessed)Adherent patients, n (%)Adherence assessment methodResponseImatinib (n = 165)^[@bibr56-1078155217710553]^NR (67)SurveyImatinib not taken • CCyR: 9% • No CCyR: 26%Imatinib (n = 87)^[@bibr57-1078155217710553]^64 (74)MEMS (\>90%)58% MMR (at 18 months)Imatinib (n = 516)^[@bibr58-1078155217710553]^366 (71)Drug interruptions5-year EFS • Adherent: 77% • Nonadherent: 60%Imatinib (n = 87)^[@bibr59-1078155217710553]^69 (79)MEMS (\>85%)24-month EFS • Adherent: 91% • Nonadherent: 54%Imatinib (n = 169)^[@bibr60-1078155217710553]^95 (56)≥90% actual vs recommended days of therapy^[a](#table-fn16-1078155217710553){ref-type="table-fn"}^CCyR or MMR by 18 months • Adherent: 46% • Nonadherent: 43%Dasatinib, nilotinib (n = 60)33 (55)Imatinib (n = 68)^[@bibr61-1078155217710553]^16 (24)SurveyMMR by adherence level • High: 27% • Medium: 41% • Low: 32%Dasatinib (n = 9)1 (10)Nilotinib (n = 9)3 (33)Imatinib^[@bibr62-1078155217710553]^ Year 1^[a](#table-fn16-1078155217710553){ref-type="table-fn"}^ (n = 53) Year 2 (n = 50)NR (82) NR (72)MPR ≥85%Adherence by response in year 1 • CMR: 96% • MMR: 96% • Failure: 79%[^15][^16]

To help preemptively address medication compliance, the adherence potential of a patient can be measured before initiating treatment that may have a more complex therapeutic regimen. The ASK-20 survey contains 47 items to assess the likelihood of a patient being adherent to a prescribed medicine.^[@bibr63-1078155217710553]^ Analysis of responses from over 600 patients diagnosed with asthma, diabetes, or depression indicates that the ASK-20 survey could be a reliable resource to determine adherence barriers across a variety of chronic diseases.^[@bibr63-1078155217710553]^ Similarly, the ASK-12 adherence survey was recently tested in a small group of patients (N = 42) with multiple myeloma or CML and reported that its use by healthcare providers improved patient adherence within an average time span of 5 months.^[@bibr64-1078155217710553]^

Each BCR-ABL1 TKI has different administration requirements, with varying complexities and restrictions ([Table 1](#table1-1078155217710553){ref-type="table"}).^[@bibr1-1078155217710553][@bibr2-1078155217710553][@bibr3-1078155217710553][@bibr4-1078155217710553]--[@bibr5-1078155217710553]^ Studies examining patient compliance have reported that a therapeutic regimen that is straightforward and adaptable can produce higher adherence than therapies with twice-daily dosing and/or restrictive meal requirements.^[@bibr65-1078155217710553]^ Recent studies analyzing patient information from medical records or insurance claims data indicate higher adherence rates among dasatinib-treated patients compared with patients treated with imatinib^[@bibr66-1078155217710553]^ or nilotinib,^[@bibr66-1078155217710553],[@bibr67-1078155217710553]^ respectively.

In addition to effects on the response to CML therapy, associations between nonadherence and healthcare costs have also been investigated. In one particular study, levels of adherence were calculated based on the mean possession ratio (MPR) of imatinib prescribed for CML patients (N = 592) and a significant association between lower adherence and higher healthcare costs was determined.^[@bibr68-1078155217710553]^ The increased spending, analyzed over a 12-month period, was determined to be significantly greater in nonadherent versus adherent patients for inpatient hospital visits and non-TKI medication.^[@bibr68-1078155217710553]^ A retrospective analysis of claims data from over 10,000 patients taking oral oncolytics, including imatinib, reported that 10% of patients abandoned a newly prescribed oral cancer therapy.^[@bibr69-1078155217710553]^ In this study, a lower household income, a greater number of prescription claims, and higher patient cost-sharing were all associated with higher prescription abandonment rates.^[@bibr69-1078155217710553]^ It was also observed that patients with Medicare have significantly higher cost-sharing than patients with commercial insurance.^[@bibr69-1078155217710553]^

Educating patients about medication characteristics, administration guidelines, and AEs may help reduce dose-modifying AEs and improve adherence.^[@bibr70-1078155217710553]^ Improvement in patient medication adherence was observed in a retrospective analysis of 56 patients taking oral TKIs and who were managed by oncology pharmacists.^[@bibr71-1078155217710553]^ In this study, the adherence rate in patients in the intervention group was 89% compared with 66% in patients receiving the usual care regimen.^[@bibr71-1078155217710553]^ Furthermore, a variety of pharmacist interventions were identified (e.g. monitoring/managing AEs and drug interactions, management of laboratory tests, adjustment of TKI dosage).^[@bibr71-1078155217710553]^

Specialty pharmacies also have established systems to monitor adherence, including routine phone calls for follow-up and prescription reminders; however, the distance from this network compared with that from a local hospital, pharmacy, or clinic may pose a barrier to their successful monitoring of patient therapy.^[@bibr72-1078155217710553]^ Also, while healthcare providers at a specialty pharmacy may potentially have more focused experience with oncolytics than a local pharmacist, telecommunication can provide a disadvantage for identification of AEs that would be more readily noticed during in-person interactions.^[@bibr72-1078155217710553]^

AEs {#sec17-1078155217710553}
---

The safety profiles of BCR-ABL1 TKIs are diverse, which is to be expected given that each agent has its own unique structure and mechanism of action.^[@bibr1-1078155217710553][@bibr2-1078155217710553][@bibr3-1078155217710553][@bibr4-1078155217710553]--[@bibr5-1078155217710553]^ Some of the more common AEs that have been similarly reported in ≥10% of patients taking one of the approved first-line TKIs, imatinib, dasatinib, or nilotinib, include diarrhea, fatigue, headache, abdominal pain, and rash ([Table 6](#table6-1078155217710553){ref-type="table"}).^[@bibr1-1078155217710553][@bibr2-1078155217710553]--[@bibr3-1078155217710553]^ Table 6.Adverse events occurring in ≥10% of patients treated with a first-line BCR-ABL1 TKI.^[@bibr1-1078155217710553][@bibr2-1078155217710553]--[@bibr3-1078155217710553]^Dasatinib^[@bibr2-1078155217710553]^ 100 mg QD^[a](#table-fn18-1078155217710553){ref-type="table-fn"}^ (n = 258)Imatinib^[@bibr1-1078155217710553]^ 400 mg QD^[b](#table-fn19-1078155217710553){ref-type="table-fn"}^ (n = 551)Nilotinib^[@bibr3-1078155217710553]^ 300 mg BID^[c](#table-fn20-1078155217710553){ref-type="table-fn"}^ (n = 279)All gradesGrade 3/4All gradesGrade 3/4All gradesGrade 3/4Nonhematologic AE Abdominal pain110374152 ConstipationNRNR11120\<1 CoughNRNR20\<1170 Diarrhea221453191 DizzinessNRNR19112\<1 DyspepsiaNRNR190100 Fatigue11\<1392231 Fluid retention385623NR4 Headache140371323 InfluenzaNRNR14\<1130 InsomniaNRNR150110 Arthralgia/joint pain7031322\<1 Myalgia7024219\<1 NasopharyngitisNRNR310270 Nausea100501222 PyrexiaNRNR18114\<1 Rash and related terms^[d](#table-fn21-1078155217710553){ref-type="table-fn"}^14040338\<1 Upper respiratory tract infectionNRNR21\<117\<1 Vomiting5023215\<1Hematologic AE Neutropenia291712 Thrombocytopenia22910 Anemia1344[^17][^18][^19][^20][^21]

Dasatinib is generally well tolerated, and clinical trials have demonstrated that AEs are typically reported within 2 years of starting treatment.^[@bibr24-1078155217710553],[@bibr31-1078155217710553]^ In clinical trials, all AEs in dasatinib-treated patients, with the exception of pleural effusion, were reported less frequently or to a comparable degree as AEs in imatinib-treated patients and were mild to moderate in severity ([Table 6](#table6-1078155217710553){ref-type="table"}).^[@bibr24-1078155217710553],[@bibr31-1078155217710553]^ Fluid retention events are the most common category of AE reported in imatinib-treated (62%) or dasatinib-treated (38%) patients^[@bibr2-1078155217710553]^; the majority of these events were due to pleural effusion (28% all grades, 3% grade 3/4) in dasatinib-treated patients and superficial localized edema (38% all grades, \<1% grade 3/4) in imatinib-treated patients.^[@bibr2-1078155217710553],[@bibr31-1078155217710553]^ The BCR-ABL1 TKIs have varying incidence of pleural effusion, although all frequencies are lower than what occurs with dasatinib (imatinib: ≤1%, all grades; first-line nilotinib: ≤2%, all grades; bosutinib: \<2%, grade 3/4; ponatinib: 7%, all grades).^[@bibr1-1078155217710553][@bibr2-1078155217710553][@bibr3-1078155217710553][@bibr4-1078155217710553]--[@bibr5-1078155217710553]^

Age (\>55 years) was determined to be a statistically significant risk factor for pleural effusion in a retrospective analysis of imatinib-resistant/intolerant patients who received dasatinib second line in the phase III dose-optimization study.^[@bibr73-1078155217710553]^ Risk factors in addition to age were identified in independent investigations of pleural effusion in dasatinib-treated patients and include advanced disease, a history of cardiac disease,^[@bibr74-1078155217710553],[@bibr75-1078155217710553]^ hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, autoimmune disease, and skin rash while receiving imatinib.^[@bibr75-1078155217710553]^ Dosage and schedule may also influence pleural effusion incidence. Both a retrospective analysis of the dasatinib dose-optimization study^[@bibr32-1078155217710553],[@bibr73-1078155217710553]^ and the prospective OPTIM-DASA (Optimized TKIs Monotherapy) study^[@bibr76-1078155217710553]^ analyzed AEs based on dasatinib dose measured by pharmacokinetics and reported that a higher dasatinib plasma concentration was associated with pleural effusion. Hypotheses of a mechanism for pleural effusion in dasatinib-treated patients include a potential immune-mediated hypersensitivity/response or a more potent inhibition of platelet-derived growth factor receptor-β (PDGFR-β).^[@bibr77-1078155217710553]^

It is vital for healthcare professionals to identify symptoms of pleural effusion such as dry cough, tightness in the chest, and shortness of breath early in their development.^[@bibr77-1078155217710553]^ Pleural effusions caused by BCR-ABL1 TKIs can be self-limiting or, if they are identified early, can be resolved with supportive care (e.g. diuretics, corticosteroids, therapeutic thoracentesis) or dose reductions/interruptions.^[@bibr2-1078155217710553]^ In DASISION, 6% of dasatinib-treated patients discontinued dasatinib because of pleural effusion, and 41% and 62% were given a dose reduction or interruption, respectively.^[@bibr31-1078155217710553]^ The median time to the initial grade 1/2 pleural effusion was 114 weeks (range 4--299 weeks), and the median time of dose interruption due to pleural effusion was 14 days (range 2--63 days).^[@bibr31-1078155217710553]^ Radiography tests can confirm the presence of pleural effusion,^[@bibr2-1078155217710553]^ which is most commonly managed with diuretics and short-course steroids. If these treatments do not correct the condition, dasatinib treatment should be interrupted and then returned with a reduced dosage once pleural effusion symptoms subside.^[@bibr2-1078155217710553]^ Importantly, adjustments in dasatinib dose have not affected the ability of patients to respond to therapy, as 96% of patients with pleural effusion were able to achieve CCyR and 82% MMR by 5 years in DASISION.^[@bibr31-1078155217710553]^

Myelosuppression, which includes thrombocytopenia, neutropenia, and anemia, can occur during treatment with any of the approved BCR-ABL1 TKIs^[@bibr1-1078155217710553][@bibr2-1078155217710553][@bibr3-1078155217710553][@bibr4-1078155217710553]--[@bibr5-1078155217710553]^ and typically presents early after initiation of treatment.^[@bibr78-1078155217710553]^ Neutropenia is the most common form of myelosuppression across all of the BCR-ABL1 TKIs approved for first-line therapy ([Table 6](#table6-1078155217710553){ref-type="table"}).^[@bibr1-1078155217710553][@bibr2-1078155217710553]--[@bibr3-1078155217710553]^ Blood tests, including complete blood counts, are performed at diagnosis to establish a baseline level of cells and blood tests are repeated weekly early on in treatment to detect cytopenias.^[@bibr34-1078155217710553],[@bibr40-1078155217710553]^ The baseline number of blood cells can be compared with numbers at monitoring time points to determine the level of hematologic response to a BCR-ABL1 TKI.^[@bibr34-1078155217710553]^ Blood cell counts should be monitored monthly after the first 3 months of therapy, but additional blood tests may be performed if resistance to the prescribed TKI is suspected or abnormal blood cell counts are detected during routine tests.^[@bibr78-1078155217710553]^ If cytopenia is identified, dose adjustments or interruptions are recommended, depending on the severity of the event.^[@bibr1-1078155217710553][@bibr2-1078155217710553][@bibr3-1078155217710553][@bibr4-1078155217710553]--[@bibr5-1078155217710553]^ If neutropenia, thrombocytopenia, or anemia recurs after repeated dose interruptions and/or reductions, switching therapies may be warranted. While a mechanism for myelosuppression in CML-CP patients is not known, it may be associated with the leukemic state of the bone marrow, since patients with cancers other than CML (e.g. gastrointestinal tumors) who take imatinib, report a lower incidence of cytopenias.^[@bibr79-1078155217710553]^ For example, the 5-year follow-up of the IRIS trial reported grade 3/4 neutropenia in 17% of imatinib-treated CML-CP patients,^[@bibr19-1078155217710553]^ whereas it occurred in only 7% of patients with gastrointestinal tumors treated with imatinib.^[@bibr79-1078155217710553]^ Furthermore, 9% of CML-CP patients taking imatinib reported grade 3 thrombocytopenia, while no cases were observed in patients with gastrointestinal tumors.^[@bibr19-1078155217710553],[@bibr79-1078155217710553]^

Other, more common, AEs of BCR-ABL1 TKIs include gastrointestinal disorders (e.g. diarrhea, nausea, vomiting) and rash ([Table 6](#table6-1078155217710553){ref-type="table"}).^[@bibr1-1078155217710553][@bibr2-1078155217710553][@bibr3-1078155217710553][@bibr4-1078155217710553]--[@bibr5-1078155217710553]^ These can typically be remedied with standard interventions, such as antidiarrheal/antiemetic medicines or topical corticosteroids/antihistamines, respectively.^[@bibr77-1078155217710553]^ Taking medication with a meal may help lessen or eliminate nausea and vomiting in patients taking BCR-ABL1 TKIs that do not require fasting in relation to administration.^[@bibr78-1078155217710553]^ Most dermatologic issues arising with BCR-ABL1 TKI use are mild to moderate and self-limiting, although severe reactions may require dose reductions/interruptions or an alternative TKI.^[@bibr78-1078155217710553]^ For example, serious dermatologic reactions, including erythema multiforme and Stevens-Johnson syndrome, have been observed with use of dasatinib and imatinib and require immediate attention.^[@bibr1-1078155217710553],[@bibr2-1078155217710553]^

Incidence of cardiovascular events has been reported across all of the BCR-ABL1 TKIs, but with varied frequency.^[@bibr1-1078155217710553][@bibr2-1078155217710553][@bibr3-1078155217710553][@bibr4-1078155217710553]--[@bibr5-1078155217710553]^ Venous and arterial occlusive events are potentially severe complications that may occur during ponatinib use, and patients taking this medication should be actively monitored.^[@bibr15-1078155217710553]^ In a phase II clinical trial of second-line ponatinib use (N = 449), 17% of patients reported arterial ischemic events (12% of patients reported serious arterial ischemic events).^[@bibr15-1078155217710553]^ Cardiovascular events, which include arterial occlusive events, are reported to occur in 9%--15% of patients taking nilotinib,^[@bibr3-1078155217710553]^ and cardiac ischemic events (including myocardial infarction, angina pectoris, coronary artery disease, and acute coronary syndrome) occurred in 4% of CML-CP patients treated with dasatinib in DASISION.^[@bibr31-1078155217710553]^

Common AEs have been identified in clinical trials of BCR-ABL1 TKIs,^[@bibr14-1078155217710553],[@bibr15-1078155217710553],[@bibr31-1078155217710553],[@bibr32-1078155217710553],[@bibr48-1078155217710553]^ which should be watched for and monitored closely during follow-up care through physical examination, discussion, and blood tests (e.g. complete blood count with differential) performed during regularly scheduled checkups.^[@bibr41-1078155217710553]^ Pharmacists and other healthcare providers are all responsible and obligated to report any serious drug-related AEs.^[@bibr80-1078155217710553]^

Mutational analysis {#sec18-1078155217710553}
-------------------

If a patient is confirmed as adherent and not achieving appropriate responses to their BCR-ABL1 TKI, it may indicate medication resistance and the patient should undergo mutational analysis.^[@bibr10-1078155217710553]^ This includes patients who have not achieved the following: complete hematologic response at 3 months,^[@bibr33-1078155217710553]^ partial cytogenetic response or *BCR-ABL1* transcripts ≤10% by qPCR (IS) at 3 and 6 months, or CCyR or *BCR-ABL1* transcripts ≤1%, but \>0.1% by qPCR (IS) at 12 months.^[@bibr10-1078155217710553]^ Additionally, any sign of loss of hematologic or cytogenetic response (defined as hematologic or cytogenetic relapse) or a 1-log increase in *BCR-ABL1* transcripts and loss of MMR should also lead to mutational analysis.^[@bibr10-1078155217710553],[@bibr33-1078155217710553]^

Each TKI has a unique sensitivity profile to *BCR-ABL1* mutations,^[@bibr81-1078155217710553]^ which can be attributed to its method of binding and inhibiting the BCR-ABL1 protein ([Table 1](#table1-1078155217710553){ref-type="table"})^[@bibr38-1078155217710553]^ and may impact treatment decisions on a patient-by-patient basis ([Table 7](#table7-1078155217710553){ref-type="table"}). Imatinib and nilotinib both bind the inactive conformation of BCR-ABL1 where dasatinib binds the active BCR-ABL1 protein and has dual inhibitory activity against BCR-ABL1 and the Src family of kinases ([Table 1](#table1-1078155217710553){ref-type="table"}).^[@bibr38-1078155217710553]^ The different binding sites of the TKIs results in their varying potencies and sensitivity to mutations in the target protein.^[@bibr38-1078155217710553]^ Table 7.Sensitivity of first-line BCR-ABL1 TKIs to various *BCR-ABL1* point mutants.^[@bibr81-1078155217710553]^[^22]

Mutational analysis provides an opportunity for healthcare providers to optimize treatment and increase the potential for more positive short- and long-term outcomes.^[@bibr10-1078155217710553]^ Occasionally, patients harboring specific TKI-insensitive mutations may still respond to the respective TKI, but at a lower rate compared with a nonresistant counterpart.^[@bibr81-1078155217710553]^ Therefore, CML patients who are not achieving response milestones and are identified with resistant mutations should begin treatment with an agent with known activity in the presence of the mutation.^[@bibr10-1078155217710553]^ In the case of a T315I mutation, specifically, ponatinib, omacetaxine, or enrollment in a clinical trial are recommended.^[@bibr10-1078155217710553]^

Patient support {#sec19-1078155217710553}
---------------

Assistance beyond a patient's healthcare team is available for access to medication and managing treatment.^[@bibr82-1078155217710553]^ For example, financial assistance for commercially insured patients is available through pharmaceutical industry co-pay cards.^[@bibr82-1078155217710553]^ Several patient assistance foundations will help provide information about blood and bone marrow donation organizations, describe clinical recommendations for treatment, list available support networks, and provide information related to obtaining financial assistance for treatment including The National CML Society, CML Advocates Network, Patient Access Network Foundation, Patient Services, Inc, and Good Days.

Treatment-free remission (TFR) {#sec20-1078155217710553}
------------------------------

For patients who have a deep, prolonged molecular response during TKI treatment, the concept of discontinuing CML therapy and maintaining a response is becoming a reality. Several TFR studies, either planned or already under way, have enrolled patients with CML-CP who are taking a BCR-ABL1 TKI ([Table 8](#table8-1078155217710553){ref-type="table"}).^[@bibr83-1078155217710553][@bibr84-1078155217710553][@bibr85-1078155217710553][@bibr86-1078155217710553][@bibr87-1078155217710553][@bibr88-1078155217710553][@bibr89-1078155217710553][@bibr90-1078155217710553][@bibr91-1078155217710553][@bibr92-1078155217710553][@bibr93-1078155217710553][@bibr94-1078155217710553][@bibr95-1078155217710553][@bibr96-1078155217710553][@bibr97-1078155217710553][@bibr98-1078155217710553]--[@bibr99-1078155217710553]^ To qualify for one of these discontinuation studies a patient must have maintained a deep molecular response (e.g. ≥MR^4.0^) for a certain period of time before the TKI is discontinued. Findings from the largest TFR study, the European Stop Kinase Inhibitor (EURO-SKI) trial (N = 750), have demonstrated successful TFR for approximately half of patients being treated with any of the approved first-line TKIs.^[@bibr83-1078155217710553]^ Table 8.Treatment-free remission studies with BCR-ABL1 TKIs.^[@bibr83-1078155217710553][@bibr84-1078155217710553][@bibr85-1078155217710553][@bibr86-1078155217710553][@bibr87-1078155217710553][@bibr88-1078155217710553][@bibr89-1078155217710553][@bibr90-1078155217710553][@bibr91-1078155217710553][@bibr92-1078155217710553][@bibr93-1078155217710553][@bibr94-1078155217710553][@bibr95-1078155217710553][@bibr96-1078155217710553][@bibr97-1078155217710553][@bibr98-1078155217710553]--[@bibr99-1078155217710553]^Study (ID)Phasen discontinued (Region)TKI treatment at discontinuationStudy-defined DMR requirement for discontinuationDefinition of relapseRelapse-freeResponse after reinitiating TKI therapyEURO-SKI (NCT01596114)^[@bibr83-1078155217710553]^3750 (Europe)Imatinib, dasatinib, or nilotinibMR^4.0^ for ≥1 yearAny loss of MMRMRFS 6 months: 62% 12 months: 56% 24 months: 52%N/ALAST (NCT02269267)^[@bibr84-1078155217710553]^2173 (USA)Imatinib, dasatinib, nilotinib, or bosutinibMR^4.0^ for ≥2 yearsMolecular recurrenceN/AN/ADESTINY (NCT01804985)^[@bibr85-1078155217710553]^2174 (UK)Imatinib, dasatinib, or nilotinibMMR for 12 months on reduced (50%) TKI doseLoss of MMR on 2 consecutive samplesN/AN/ASTOP-2G-TKI^[@bibr86-1078155217710553]^Observational60Dasatinib or nilotinibMR^4.5^ for ≥2 yearsLoss of MMR57%26/26 regained MMR and MR^[@bibr4-1078155217710553].[@bibr5-1078155217710553]^DADI (UMIN000005130)^[@bibr87-1078155217710553]^263 (Japan)DasatinibMR^4.0^ for 1 yearLoss of MR^4.0^48%33/33 regained MMR by 3 months; 33/33 regained MR^4.0^ by 6 monthsDASFREE (NCT01850004)^[@bibr88-1078155217710553]^230 (Global)DasatinibMR^4.5^ ≥1 yearLoss of MMR63%10/10^[a](#table-fn24-1078155217710553){ref-type="table-fn"}^ regained MMR and MR^4.5^1st-DADI (UMIN000011099)^[@bibr90-1078155217710553]^2Targeted enrollment: 100 (Japan)DasatinibCMR ≥1 yearLoss of CMRN/AN/AD-STOP (NCT01627132)^[@bibr91-1078155217710553]^254 (Japan)DasatinibMR^4.0^ for 2 years2 consecutive \>MR^4.0^ in 1 month63%20/20TRAD (NCT02268370)^[@bibr89-1078155217710553]^275 (Canada)ImatinibMR^4.5^ for ≥2 yearsLoss of MR^4.0^ on 2 consecutive occasions or loss of MMR69%14/14^[b](#table-fn25-1078155217710553){ref-type="table-fn"}^ regained MMR and MR^4.5^STIM1 (NCT00478985)^[@bibr92-1078155217710553]^Observational100 (France)ImatinibCMR for ≥2 years2 consecutive 1-log increases in *BCR-ABL1* from baseline or single loss of MMROverall: 39% MMR: 83%55/57TWISTER(ACTRN 12606000118505)^[@bibr93-1078155217710553]^240 (Australia)ImatinibCMR ≥2 yearsLoss of MMR for any sample or any 2 consecutive positive samples45%22/22ENESTFreedom (NCT01784068)^[@bibr94-1078155217710553]^2190 (Global)NilotinibAll assessments ≥MR^4.0^, \>MR^4.0^--\<MR^4.5^ for ≤2 assessments, and MR^4.5^ at last assessment over 1 yearLoss of MMR52%MMR: 85/85^[c](#table-fn26-1078155217710553){ref-type="table-fn"}^ MR^4.5^: 76/85ENESTGoal (NCT01744665)^[@bibr95-1078155217710553]^24 (USA)NilotinibMR^4.5^ for 1--2 yearsConfirmed loss of MMR25%3/3ENESTPath (NCT01743989)^[@bibr96-1078155217710553]^3101 (Europe)NilotinibStable MR^4.0^ for ≥1 yearLoss of MR^4.0^N/AN/AENESTop (NCT01698905)^[@bibr97-1078155217710553]^2126 (Global)NilotinibConfirmed MR^4.5^ for 1 year on nilotinibLoss of MMR or confirmed loss of MR^4.0^58%≥MMR: 50/51 ≥MR^4.0^: 48/51 MR^4.5^: 47/51Nilst (UMIN000007141)^[@bibr98-1078155217710553]^287 (Japan)NilotinibMR^4.5^ for 2 yearsLoss of MR^4.5^59%32/34STAT2 (UMIN 000005904)^[@bibr99-1078155217710553]^N/A73 (Japan)NilotinibMR^4.5^ for 2 yearsConfirmed loss of MR^4.5^66%N/A[^23][^24][^25][^26]

Trial requirements and available TFR data from current studies can be viewed in [Table 8](#table8-1078155217710553){ref-type="table"}. Several of these studies have reported similar outcomes as the EURO-SKI trial, in addition to finding that those patients who did relapse after TKI discontinuation were able to reestablish their molecular response soon after treatment was reinitiated ([Table 8](#table8-1078155217710553){ref-type="table"}).^[@bibr83-1078155217710553][@bibr84-1078155217710553][@bibr85-1078155217710553][@bibr86-1078155217710553][@bibr87-1078155217710553][@bibr88-1078155217710553][@bibr89-1078155217710553][@bibr90-1078155217710553][@bibr91-1078155217710553][@bibr92-1078155217710553][@bibr93-1078155217710553][@bibr94-1078155217710553][@bibr95-1078155217710553][@bibr96-1078155217710553][@bibr97-1078155217710553][@bibr98-1078155217710553]--[@bibr99-1078155217710553]^ ESMO notes the importance of including TFR as an endpoint in future clinical trials.^[@bibr33-1078155217710553]^ NCCN Guidelines® discuss the concept of TFR, however they do not currently recommend discontinuing TKI therapy outside of a clinical trial.^[@bibr10-1078155217710553]^

Summary {#sec21-1078155217710553}
=======

Healthcare providers need to maintain a comprehensive knowledge of current treatment options to ensure each patient is aligned with a therapy that is both effective and also provides the best quality of life. With CML treatment being life-long, patients require a supportive and diligent healthcare team that will appropriately monitor each patient throughout their therapy and take a patient's changing medical and personal considerations into account. The patient and healthcare team need to discuss efficacy, safety, and affordability of a therapy plan to determine the best possible course of treatment. Pharmacists are a readily accessible and direct point of contact for patients and can help navigate this process, in addition to assisting patients in development of medication administration plans, identifying and answering questions about AEs, discussing changes in treatment, and receiving information on where to go for additional medical or financial support. The patient and healthcare team both benefit from an integrated approach to treatment, allowing for the consideration of each patient's unique characteristics when tailoring and optimizing CML treatment with BCR-ABL1 TKIs.
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[^1]: AP: accelerated phase; BP: blast phase; CML: chronic myeloid leukemia; CP: chronic phase; INFα: interferon-α; LBP: lymphoid blast phase; MBP: myeloid blast phase; N/A: not available; TKI: tyrosine kinase inhibitor.

[^2]: Prescribing information for TKIs warns against crushing or cutting the medication for administration due to health risks.

[^3]: Based on recommendations available in package inserts for each medication and co-administration with drugs that elevate gastric pH.

[^4]: Treatment of other phases of CML may require dose modifications.

[^5]: CCyR: confirmed cytogenetic response; CHR: complete hematologic response; CML: chronic myeloid leukemia; CMR: complete molecular response; ESMO: European Society for Medical Oncology; IS: International Scale; MMR: major molecular response; N/A: not applicable; qPCR: quantitative polymerase chain reaction; TKI: tyrosine kinase inhibitor.

[^6]: Absence of MMR in the presence of a CCyR is not considered a treatment failure. ^b^Failure by ESMO guidelines is defined as Ph+ metaphases \>95% or*BCR-ABL1* \>10% at 3 months, Ph+ metaphases \>65% or *BCR-ABL1* \>10% at 6 months, or Ph+ metaphases ≥1% or*BCR-ABL1* \>1% at 12 months. Table adapted from NCCN Tests and Treatment Responses in Chronic Phase CML, accessed November 2016; NCCN CML Guidelines v1.2016, accessed October 2015; and ESMO Clinical Practice Guidelines 2012.

[^7]: IS: International Scale; NCCN: National Comprehensive Cancer Network; PCyR: partial cytogenetic response; TKI: tyrosine kinase inhibitor.

[^8]: If response milestones are not being achieved, please evaluate patient adherence and *BCR-ABL1* mutation status.

[^9]: Bone marrow cytogenetics identifies 1%--35% of cells with a Ph chromosome.

[^10]: Evaluation for an allogenic hematopoietic cell transplant or enrollment in a clinical trial are additional options.

[^11]: Omacetaxine is a treatment option for patients who are intolerant of or not responding to two or more TKIs.

[^12]: NR: no reported or expected interaction.

[^13]: With increased anticoagulation monitor prothrombin time with international normalized ratio.

[^14]: Increased risk of bleeding is due to thrombocytopenic effect that is generally caused by TKIs and usually of no clinical relevance.

[^15]: CCyR: confirmed cytogenetic response; CMR: complete molecular response; EFS: event-free survival; MEMS: medication event monitoring system; MMR: major molecular response; NR: not reported.

[^16]: Adherence was measured based on patients being in the first or second year of treatment with imatinib.

[^17]: AE: adverse event; BID: twice daily; NR: not reported in ≥10% of patients; QD: once daily; TKI: tyrosine kinase inhibitor.

[^18]: Minimum of 60 months follow-up.^[@bibr2-1078155217710553]^

[^19]: Study versus interferon-α.^[@bibr1-1078155217710553]^

[^20]: 60-month analysis.^[@bibr3-1078155217710553]^

[^21]: Includes erythema, erythema multiforme, rash, rash generalized, rash macular, rash papular, rash pustular, skin exfoliation, and rash vesicular.

[^22]: ^a^Sensitivity was determined by IC50 value for each TKI in respect to inhibition of cell proliferation in Ba/F3 cells expressing wild-type *BCR-ABL1* or a *BCR-ABL1* mutant.

[^23]: CMR: complete molecular response (undetectable *BCR-ABL1* \[IS\]); DMR: deep molecular response; MMR: *BCR-ABL1* \<0.1% on the International Scale (IS); MR^4.0^: *BCR-ABL1* \<0.01 on the IS; MRFS: molecular recurrence-free survival; N/A: not available; TFR: treatment-free remission; TKI = tyrosine kinase inhibitor.

[^24]: An 11th patient lost MMR, but discontinued the study, restarted therapy at another site, and was lost to follow-up.

[^25]: Recovery of response occurred on dasatinib.

[^26]: An 86th patient lost MMR, but discontinued the study.
